SCENARIO:
The security level is escalated and there needs to be extra vigilance. Instruct the security guards to pay extra attention to the CCTV images.

CHECKLIST:
- Check that the most important areas are covered: ISPS area, access routes by land and water, Restricted areas within the port facility, the ship, area around the ship
- Check the surveillance equipment after dark, with the facility lighting. Check for blinding of cameras, check quality of images. Reposition cameras if necessary
- Test the ability of the CCTV operator: locating people, vehicles, objects etc.
- Test the capability of the CCTV system: zoom, pan, tilt, split screen etc.
- Test calling up recorded images (where possible)
- Does the CCTV system meet expectations?
- Are security personnel familiar with the operation and possibilities of the CCTV system?

LOCATION:
- Facility – security guardhouse – porter’s lodge – control room

PARTICIPANTS:
- PFSO
- Facility personnel
- Security personnel

OBJECTIVES:
- Assure correct use of the camera and knowledge of the equipment on the part of personnel
- Ensure that personnel can call up images
- Assure good quality, usability and positioning of the cameras